
congratulations
and thank you for purchasing your U-Stencil!

U-Stencil.com for more information about all our products

STEP 1- LOCATION & ALIGNMENT

HELPFUL TIPS BEFORE YOU START

STEP 2- PAINTING ORANGE OUTLINE

Once the stencil is in the proper position, dowels secured – take your 
ORANGE U-Stencil spray paint and spray a 2 to 3 inch outline of the entire 
stencil border. Now remove your stencils, leaving the dowels in place.

Align the “TIGERS” Stencil Sheets to match the image on your U-Stencil 
Box. Use the registration alignment holes as a guide to connecting each 
piece correctly as shown Above. Once you have the image properly placed, 
locate the wood dowels provided in your kit. Using downward pressure, 
place 8 wooden dowels through each alignment hole on your stencils. Pay 
attention to the areas that overlap, place dowels through both layers to 
secure and register the art exactly.

Determine where to place your Stencil. Place stencil in the general area you 
have selected, then stand at the most likely direction from where you will 
want people to see your art. Adjust accordingly. 

STEP 3- FILL “TIGERS” NAVY (BLUE)

Now select your NAVY Spray Paint and paint the inside of the “TIGERS” lettering.
Carefuul not to overspray the ORANGE Outline.

To ensure crisp, sharp lines, hold can 4” to 6” directly over stencil and 
spray downward. Avoid spraying at angle when doing any detail application. 

STEP 5- NAVY (BLUE)  TOUCH UP PAINTING

Remove the stencils and wooden dowels. Check for areas needing
additional paint or touch up, �lling in areas where stencil braces
may have covered up the surface. 

Send us your pics or videos of your �nished product to marketing@u-stencil.com 
or tag us at #u-stencil on Facebook and Instagram. 

For best results, apply to a freshly mowed lawn.
Be sure to shake paint can for 1 minute prior to use.
Spray paint from the same direction where art is viewed.
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